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scalar 
m=125 GeV

The experimentalist mug
We discovered the Higgs boson, and studied its properties… 
Gathered enough information to fill this experimentalist mug

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-022-04893-w
https://atlas.cern/updates/briefing/exploring-higgs-discovery-channels
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scalar 
m=125 GeV

+?

X
The experimentalist mug

The Higgs can give mass to particles still not found

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-022-04893-w
https://atlas.cern/updates/briefing/exploring-higgs-discovery-channels
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The Higgs sector

+?
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X

λ3λ3 = ?

New physics

We cannot create X but we can probe its effect on the Higgs field

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1910.00012.pdf
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HH production at LHC

5

SM : σHH ∼ 40 fb ATLAS run-2 data  events∼ 140 fb−1 ⇒ ∼ 5000

SM : λ3 = λSM ∼ 0.13proton

proton

λ3 = ? ggF

+ VBF λ3 = ?
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HH production at LHC

6

SM : σHH ∼ 40 fb ATLAS run-2 data  events∼ 140 fb−1 ⇒ ∼ 5000

SM : λ3 = λSM ∼ 0.13proton

proton

λ3 = ? ggF

+ VBF λ3 = ?

Changing  changes how many events we see… so we countκλ = λ3/λSM

κλ =

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/259953685_Higgs_pair_production_at_the_LHC_with_NLO_and_parton-shower_effects/figures?lo=1
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HH production at LHC
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proton

proton

λ3 = ? ggF

+ VBF λ3 = ?

Not only counting: changing  changes kinematicsκλ = λ3/λSM

 sensitive to mHH < 350 GeV κλ
 events∼ 5000

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1001391/contributions/4818269/attachments/2452313/4202984/sjones_dubrovnik22v3.pdf
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HHiggs self coupling at LHC
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proton

proton

anti-b quark

b quark

tau
anti-tau

λ3 = ?

 events ∼ 350 Fine…

more events clean signal
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    event and objectsHH → bbττ
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anti-b quark

b quark

e, μ

Missing energy from neutrinos

τlep

τhad

{  channelτhadτhad

 channelτlepτhad  events ∼ 150

 events ∼ 140

ok…

proton

proton

λ3 = ?

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HDBS-2018-40/
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anti-b quark

b quark

e, μ

anti-tau

Is it a b jet?

Is it tau-jet?Missing energy from neutrinos

τlep

τhad

{  channelτhadτhad

 channelτlepτhad  events ∼ 150

 events ∼ 140

+ cuts for quality of objects 
+ Triggers 
+ cuts to select objects 
+ cuts to isolate signal

Is it an electron?

 events → 6

 events → 7
ok…

    event and objectsHH → bbττ

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HDBS-2018-40/
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 at ATLAS: event categorisationHH → bbττ
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λ3 = ?

forward jet

forward jet

:’) no bkg?

 events ∼ 5

 events ∼ 0.5

 events ∼ 0.5

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1001391/contributions/4818269/attachments/2452313/4202984/sjones_dubrovnik22v3.pdf
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       backgroundHH → bbττ
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top quark

top quark

b

b
W

W

Low signal, so much more background!

 channel, ggF high-mHHτlepτhad
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       backgroundHH → bbττ
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We will use multivariate analysis (MVA)

 channel, ggF high-mHHτhadτhad

top quark

top quark

b

b
W

W
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      Mulitivariate AnalysisHH → bbττ

14

inputs

mττ

mHH

mbb

ΔR(b, b)
ΔR(τ, τ)

+ … 

Boosted Decision Tree (BDT)

Train the BDT on Monte Carlo samples, apply it to data

 channel, ggF low-mHHτhadτhad
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inputs

mττ

mHH

mbb

ΔR(b, b)
ΔR(τ, τ)

+ … 

Boosted Decision Tree (BDT)

Train the BDT on Monte Carlo samples, apply it to data

 channel, ggF high-mHHτhadτhad

Train on: 
 for low-mHH 

 for low-mHH
κλ = 10
κλ = 1

      Mulitivariate AnalysisHH → bbττ

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1001391/contributions/4818269/attachments/2452313/4202984/sjones_dubrovnik22v3.pdf
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       fit to dataHH → bbττ
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Fit the BDT distributions to data! Fit scales background

 channel, ggF high-mHHτhadτhad

Ready to unblind?

Z background scaled up:  
Top background scaled down 

× 1.33
× 0.96
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    HH → bbττ

17

 channel, ggF high-mHHτhadτhad channel, ggF high-mHHτlepτhad

signal strength μHH = σobs/σSM = 2.1 ± 1.6
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    HH → bbττ

18

signal strength μHH = σobs/σSM = 2.1 ± 1.6

unlikely

−3.16 < κλ < 9.04
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b  up→
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    futureHH → bbττ
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ATLAS+CMS combined

1 < κλ < 3

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HDBS-2022-03/
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    HH → bbττ

21

Upper limit on signal strength 
μHH = σobs/σSM = 5.8

unlikely

−3.16 < κλ < 9.04
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       something is wrong: Z+HF norm is off.HH → bbττ

22
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       fake tau-hadHH → bbττ

23

anti-b quark

b quark

Not tau
anti-tau

ID:  passed RNN ‘loose’ WP 
Anti-ID:  failed RNN ‘loose’ WP & RNN score > 0.01 

: reconstructed  candidate with BDT on track vars.

τhad−vis
τhad−vis

τhad−vis τhad

τlep

τhad

data-tauMC = fake tau
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anti-b quark

b quark

e, μ

anti-tau

Is it b-jet? DL1r (deep learning algorithm)

  b-tagging cut: 77% are accepted

Is it tau-jet? tau jets are accepted∼ 80 %Missing energy from neutrinos

τlep

τhad

{  channelτhadτhad

 channelτlepτhad  events ∼ 150

 events ∼ 140

+ cuts for quality of objects ( ) 
+ Triggers: (STT, DTT, SLT, LTT) 
+ cuts to reduce background: 

, 

pT, η

mττ > 60 GeV mbb < 150 GeV

of electrons are accepted∼ 80 %

 events → 6

 events → 7
ok…

    event and objectsHH → bbττ
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       MVA analysisHH → bbττ

25

inputs

mττ

mHH

mbb

ΔR(b, b)
ΔR(τ, τ)

+ … 

Boosted Decision Tree (BDT)

 channel, ggF high-mHHτlepτhad channel, ggF low-mHHτlepτhad

Train the BDT on Monte Carlo samples. 
Train on  for low-mHH, and  for low-mHHκλ = 10 κλ = 1

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1001391/contributions/4818269/attachments/2452313/4202984/sjones_dubrovnik22v3.pdf
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       MVA analysisHH → bbττ
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inputs

mττ

mHH

mbb

ΔR(b, b)
ΔR(τ, τ)

+ … 

Boosted Decision Tree (BDT)

 channel, ggF high-mHHτlepτhad channel, ggF low-mHHτlepτhad

Train the BDT on Monte Carlo samples. 
Train on  for low-mHH, and  for low-mHHκλ = 10 κλ = 1

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1001391/contributions/4818269/attachments/2452313/4202984/sjones_dubrovnik22v3.pdf
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       bdt distributionsHH → bbττ

27
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       fit on bdt distributions!HH → bbττ

28
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Massive Z particles? Add Higgs ;)

Φ ≠ 0

Bosons

ℒ = −
1
4

FμνFμν+(DμΦ)†(DμΦ)
Interact with Higgs
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Φ ≠ 0

Bosons Higgs potential

ℒ = −
1
4

FμνFμν+(DμΦ)†(DμΦ) − V(Φ)
Interact with Higgs

Massive Z particles? Add Higgs ;)
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Shape of Higgs

V(Φ) = picture+?

Standard Model: simplest shape that works. 
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Shape of Higgs
Standard Model: simplest shape that works. 
Many reasons to believe there’s more: 
• Need new massive particles to explain Dark Matter

V(Φ) = picture+?

+ Dark matter interacting with Higgs?

https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article/468/3/2605/3059154
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Shape of Higgs
Standard Model: simplest shape that works. 
Many reasons to believe there’s more: 
• Need new massive particles to explain Dark Matter 
• Matter-antimatter asymmetry

Standard Model 
No bubbles 
No matter

+ new interactions?

V(Φ) = picture+?
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Why look for 2 Higgs particles

Φ →
1

2
(0, v + H)
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Why look for 2 Higgs particles

Φ →
1

2
(0, v + H)
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Why look for 2 Higgs particles

Φ →
1

2
(0, v + H)

λHHH = + ?

Measurement Standard Model New physics

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HDBS-2018-40/
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LHC and ATLAS

https://cds.cern.ch/record/1505342
https://atlas.cern/Updates/Press-Statement/Run3-first-collisions
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2 Higgs in ATLAS

proton

proton

anti-b quark

b quark

tau
anti-tau

anti-muon
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2 Higgs at Nikhef
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2 Higgs in ATLAS
How we treat events: (examples) 
1. Trigger: high-energy muon -> save the data!

proton

proton

anti-b quark

b quark

tau
anti-tau

anti-muon

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HDBS-2018-40/
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2 Higgs in ATLAS
How we treat events: (examples) 
1. Trigger: high-energy muon -> save the data! 
2. Event selection: 2 b-jets of combined mass < 150 GeV

proton

proton

anti-b quark

b quark

tau
anti-tau

anti-muon

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HDBS-2018-40/
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How we treat events: (examples) 
1. Trigger: high-energy muon -> save the data! 
2. Event selection: 2 b-jets of combined mass < 150 GeV 
3. Use machine learning to separate signal from background

proton

proton

anti-b quark

b quark

tau
anti-tau

anti-muon

2 Higgs in ATLAS

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HDBS-2018-40/
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How we treat events: (examples) 
1. Trigger: high-energy muon -> save the data! 
2. Event selection: 2 b-jets of combined mass < 150 GeV 
3. Use machine learning to separate signal from background 
4. Statistical fit signal strength to data

μHH =
σHH

σSM
HH

< 2.4

2 Higgs in ATLAS

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HDBS-2018-40/
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−1 < κλ =
λHHH

λSM
< 6

2 Higgs in ATLAS

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HDBS-2022-03/
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We will discover Double-Higgs production!
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We do more at Nikhef
• Algorithms for object reconstruction (and more) at ATLAS: 

What is this Large jet? 
A. Higgs to 2 b-quarks 
B. Top quark decay 
C. QCD process 

We use modern AI tools: 
• Graph Neural Networks 
• Transformers 
• Multi-headed attention

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/EventDisplayRun2Physics
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We do more at Nikhef
• Algorithms for object reconstruction (and more) at ATLAS 
• First look at Triple-Higgs production

?

Φ →
1

2
(0, v + H)

?
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We do more at Nikhef
• Algorithms for object reconstruction (and more) at ATLAS 
• First look at Triple-Higgs production 
• Connecting to big questions: matter antimatter asymmetry?

Standard Model 
No bubbles 
No matter

+ new interactions?
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WARNING: unreadable slides ahead
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We do more at Nikhef
First look at Triple-Higgs production 

Challenges: 
• Too few events (according to Standard Model) 
• How to match decay products to Higgs particles!

?

Φ →
1

2
(0, v + H)
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We do more at Nikhef
Connecting to big questions: matter antimatter asymmetry? 

Recipe for matter: 
1. Baryon number violation 
2. C and CP violation 
3. Out of thermal equilibrium 

• Out of equilibrium we get from a first order phase transition in the 
Higgs field (like water boiling) 

• Bubbles expand,  
• …

Standard Model 
No bubbles 
No matter

+ new interactions?
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• In nature we observe massive particles (fields) 
• Massive Z bosons? Add Higgs field!

mZ = 91 GeV

ℒ = −
1
4

FμνFμν+(DμΦ)†(DμΦ) − V(Φ)

Bosons Interact Higgs potential

V(Φ) = − μ2Φ†Φ + λ(Φ†Φ)2

What gives the Z bosons mass?

https://cerncourier.com/a/one-higgs-three-discoveries/
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• In nature we observe massive particles (fields) 
• Gauge fields cannot have fundamental mass!

ℒ = −
1
4

FμνFμν+
1
2

m2AμAμ Fμν = ∂μAν − ∂νAμ

Aν → Aν + ∂νξ ℒ → ℒ+mess

ℒ = −
1
4

FμνFμν+?

mZ = 91 GeV

light

Why Higgs? Mass without the mess
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Higgs Self-Coupling: HH production
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Higgs Self-Coupling: Single-H production
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bbττ H(→bb good stat.), H(→ττ clean channel)

Challenges: 
• HH low xsec: 1000 times less that H production. 
• Reconstruction of b-jets and τ with neutrino final states. 
• Backgrounds: single-H, ttbar, Z+heavy flavour, τ fakes. 
• Large modelling uncertainties for H and ttbar bg. 
• Recent ~2x improvement: reconstruction, MVA, τ fakes.

Two Higgs bosons are better than one | ATLAS 
Experiment at CERN

https://atlas.cern/updates/briefing/two-Higgs-better-one
https://atlas.cern/updates/briefing/two-Higgs-better-one
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Higgs inflation via non-minimal Higgs-gravity coupling

baumann.pdf (wintherscoming.no)

Higgs Inflation? 1807.02376
Non-minimal coupling is ruled out at  for the SM potential: 
1805.02160

4σ

https://cmb.wintherscoming.no/pdfs/baumann.pdf#page=33
https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.02376
https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.02376
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Shape of Higgs
Standard Model: simplest shape that works. 
Some problems: 
• Hierarchy problem: Higgs mass could have been much higher! 
• New massive particles to explain Dark Matter 
• Matter-antimatter asymmetry

V(Φ) = picture+?

mH = 125 GeV

mPlanck = 1.2 × 1019 GeV

+ Dark matter interacting with Higgs?

+ supersymmetry?

+ new particles within Higgs?

+ string theory?

Standard Model 
No bubbles 
No matter

+ new interactions?

https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article/468/3/2605/3059154
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Di-Higgs in ATLAS
How we treat events: (examples) 
1. Trigger: high-energy muon -> save the data! 
2. Event selection: 2 b-jets of combined mass < 150 GeV 
3. Use machine learning to separate signal from background 
4. Statistical fit signal strength to data

μHH =
σHH

σSM
HH

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HDBS-2018-40/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HDBS-2022-03/
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Di-Higgs in ATLAS
How we treat events: (examples) 
1. Trigger: high-energy muon -> save the data! 
2. Event selection: 2 b-jets of combined mass < 150 GeV 
3. Use ML to separate background from signal 
4. Statistical fit signal strength to data

κλ =
λHHH

λSM

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HDBS-2018-40/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HDBS-2022-03/
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Di-Higgs in ATLAS
High Luminosity LHC coming! 
X10 more data! 
Launch round 2030

=
λHHH

λSM
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Di-Higgs in ATLAS after run 3: Discover Di-Higgs!!
Shape of Higgs?

0 < κλ =
λHHH

λSM
ATLAS after run-3 

(not official)

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HDBS-2022-03/
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Di-Higgs with High Lumi LHC (~2030) (10 x data)
Shape of Higgs?

0.5 < κλ =
λHHH

λSM
< 1.5

HL-LHC 
(not official)New Physics?!

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PAPERS/HDBS-2022-03/

